Blood clot dissolution dynamics simulation during thrombolytic therapy.
Nonocclusive blood clots only partially fill blood vessels and together with the adjacent vessel wall form a channel through which blood flows at usually much higher velocities than in normal vessels. Our aim was to find a theoretical explanation for the experimentally observed fact that fast flowing blood through the channel has a large effect on the increase of the clot dissolution rate compared to the dissolution rate in the absence of flow. Blood flow through the channel increases transport of dissolution agents to the clot and also exerts large forces to the surface of the clot along the channel. Proposed is a model for clot dissolution which assumes that the clot dissolution rate is proportional to the forces of flowing blood to the surface of the clot multiplied by the average blood velocity. The model has been verified by fitting to experimental magnetic resonance imaging data obtained by dynamical magnetic resonance microscopy of clots dissolved by recombinant tissue plasminogen activator in an artificial blood flow system.